Luke Fiji

Web Developer

Irvine, CA | (408) 835-7498 | luke.fiji@gmail.com
https://www.kidfiji.net | https://github.com/lukefiji

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Developer
September 2016 - Present
GemFind, Newport Beach, CA
- Developed, launched, and maintained over 20 responsive and secure e-commerce websites, ensuring cross-browser &
cross-device compatibility. Implemented and maintained the latest standards and practices for web development.
- Leveraged JavaScript skills to create additional interactive functionalities to websites
- Developed custom WordPress themes & plugins. Streamlined setup procedures, effectively reducing development time by 3-5%
- Created a web-based WordPress child theme generator utilizing Node.js, along with Sass for dynamic stylesheet variable input
- Performed product data mapping and accurate import into WooCommerce. Setup automatic sync from GemFind’s proprietary
product CMS, ensuring accurate import and proper hierarchical categorization. Provided feedback and consultation to clients
regarding the state of product data and best practices
- Managed a small team of contracted developers and designers
Developer/IT Consultant
May 2016 - Present
RKTech.co, Orange County, CA
Part-time freelance consulting work with a variety of clients. Personal accomplishments include:
- Optimized a high-traffic news site with a ~54% improvement in page load speed
- Interfaced a client’s sales data from a SOAP API with MailChimp using Node.js to allow specialized marketing opportunities
- Quickened a client’s development process by setting up a dev/staging environment via NGINX and Git
- Improved the news site’s image SEO and created guidelines for content creators
- Redesigned RK Tech’s single-page setup into a dynamic and modern multi-page WordPress-powered website

FREELANCE/PROJECTS
Open-Source Contributions
- Assisted in the translation of Boostnote, a Japan-based note-taking application for programmers
- Integrated .scss (Sass) file support in AceIDE, a code-editing plugin for WordPress
Aussio/tinySOS, Huntington Beach, CA
- Optimized graphics and external resource loading that resulted in a ~36% increase in page load speed
- Developed custom layouts and e-commerce pages, utilizing their themes’ frameworks (Visual Composer/Divi)

March 2017

ARMNHMR, Los Angeles, CA
- Designed and developed a custom WordPress + WooCommerce theme and website from scratch

January 2017

Oh Man! Clothing, Irvine, CA
July 2015
- Designed the brand’s website and digital/print media, creating an identity for the their website, store, and advertisements
- Migrated their site from WordPress to Shopify, developed their site in Liquid, and changed development workflow accordingly
Gftr App LLC, Orange County, CA
October 2015
- Consulted with Gftr’s team before the first round of outsourced app development to help increase UI usability
- Developed a plugin which allowed visitors to enter in their phone number and receive a SMS text to download via Twilio
- Designed graphics and created screenshots for their website to showcase Gftr’s features

EDUCATION
University of California, Irvine – Donald Bren School of Information & Computer Sciences
Informatics B.S., Specialization in Human-Computer Interaction

September 2015

SKILLSET
Languages & Frameworks
JavaScript, React + Redux, jQuery, HTML5/CSS3, Sass, Bootstrap, WordPress; Familiarity with: Node, SQL, MongoDB
Software & Tools
Visual Studio Code, UNIX Command Line (Zsh), NPM/Yarn, Gulp, Git, Adobe Photoshop, Sketch, Basalmiq

